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Influencer Nation 
A Stay-At-Home Play 
By Carrie McCrossen & Meg McCrossen 
 

Cast (In Order of Appearance)  

 

Leslie Blumenthal   Lindsey Kisch 

Wyndon Harris    Adrian Quatch 

R. F. Williams / Jac’lin   Devin Christie 

Rian Deeds / Ty Boom   Ben Freeman 

Joey Laughton / Danny / Alex Patriot Dominic Tatro 

 

 

The Internet is Distract- OH LOOK A KITTEN! 
By Ian McWethy 
 

Cast (In Order of Appearance) 

 

Micah   Devin Christie 

Taylor and Others Ian Heiland 

Mom and Others Lindsey Kisch 

Google and Others  Adrian Quatch 

Orren and Others Dominic Tatro 

Netflix and Others Ben Freeman 

 

Video Editing: Dominic Snyder 

Graphic Design: Emma Freeman 



 

 

Director's Note 
 
In our modern age, the Internet has become intertwined in most aspects of our lives, and this has only 
become more true during the covid-19 pandemic.  Almost overnight, the Internet became our only way 
to access work and school, socialize with family and friends, shop for clothes and other “non-essential” 
items, and get breaking news.  It also, just as crucially, has been a source of distraction, through movies 
and TV shows, games, deep-dive articles, and, of course, cat videos.  I thought this would be the perfect 
time to examine our relationship with the online world. 
 
Our actors have worked exceptionally hard these past few weeks putting this performance together.  
These scripts allowed for some fun experimentation with the online video format and it felt a little like 
making a short film!  A huge thanks goes out to Mr. Snyder for editing all of the footage. 
 
All that said, nothing can replace the feeling of seeing a show live on stage, or for performing in front 
of a live audience.  I am hopeful and excited to return to the gym next year.  Enjoy the show! 
 
Meredith Zandi 
 
 
 
 
Cast and Crew Bios 
 
Devin Christie (R. F., Micah and Others) Devin's excited be part of this second virtual play, it's been a 
fun time. Spring play, woop! 
 
Ben Freeman (Rian, Netflix and Others)  Hi! I’m Ben and sometimes I can be a little wacky 
*remembers* …I mean little crazy on the off chances. 
 
Ian Heiland (Taylor and Others)  They can't see my lower half, right? RIGHT?! 
 
Lindsey Kisch (Blumenthal, Mom and Others)  Lindsey is an aspiring frog, and wizard in training. Yet 
even with their magical abilities they somehow end up stuck at every single rehearsal no matter what. 
Will their plight ever be solved? Will they ever get the break they long desire? Updates on this situation 
coming soon. 
 
Adrian Quatch (Harris, Google and Others)  Adrian is a junior, dog lover, tiny origami maker, and 
totally not three kids in a trench coat. Also not a League of Legends addict, or a degenerate weeb. Just 
your average teenage-theater kid. 
 
Dominic Tatro (Joey, Orren and Others)  Dominic is a senior, who is testing his limits of patience and 
humility by agreeing to dress up as a cat for a video online. In his spare time, he does not put on 
multiple pairs of pants, but instead reflects on the moral implications of putting on that many pants at 
once. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Thank You! 
 

Travis, Stella, and Violet Zandi 
Alan and Vickie Jarvimaki 

Jennifer Lulow 
Sally Heit 

Christer Sonheim 
The Faculty and Staff of Seattle Lutheran High School 
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